there was only the single, universal type of ornamentation applied to every conceivable composition type. That assumption was based on the uniformity of much of the available material included in the ornamentation sources and in the written-out examples. If we look at the instructions in the 1562 letter of Maffei, and the manuals by Ganassi (1535), Ortiz (1553), Dalla Casa (1584), etc., 3 or the written-out examples in a variety of lute and keyboard collections from the period, we find a fairly uniform set of ornamental examples, the very thing Caccini dismissed with - 4 What he was referring to were the passaggi: quick-moving ornamental passages intended to be inserted between written notes of a composition. In modern anuals also describe the music by symbols. The popularity of both of these types of ornamentation stems from the ease with which they can be supplied;; on the lowest level both can be done easily without straying far from the written note. Once the performer gets the hang of it and memorizes a few dozen set formulae which is what the manuals all suggest it requires almost no mental work to apply them, and it has the superficial reward of dazzling the listeners. Since Howard Mayer Brown has done an admirable job of analyzing and describing the passage-type ornamentation instructions 5 it should be sufficient here to summarize the approach found in most of the sources. The usual procedure is for the authors to illustrate a simple interval or a short melodic pattern, and follow that with one or many suggested ways for elaborating it. The manual then proceeds to another melodic pattern followed by another set of ornamentation suggestions. This format is followed for pages and pages, usually in a systematic way through a graduated set of melodic patterns and modes. It was expected that the learner would not just practice the illustrated ornamentations but actually memorize them to the point where they could be inserted automatically when the particular basic melodic shape appeared in a composition. The writers also encourage the students to pick and choose from the patterns according to their own tastes and abilities, and to strive to advance to the point where they could personalize their ornamentations by inventing their own riffs.
This, of course, results in a fairly sterile product: ornamentation patterns applied to melodic shapes without consideration of the musical context. Just as important to the neophyte ornamentor would be instructions as to where these kinds of riffs can be inserted in an actual melodic line, and how dense should be the ornamentation of any particular phrase. None of the manuals actually address those points at any length in prose, although several do include one or more well known fully ornamented melodies, which serve as illustrations for the placement of the stock ornament patterns. Lacking any detailed written analysis, however, the student is left to extract the principles of application from the few examples, noticing where in a phrase an ornament is inserted, and exactly which types of ornaments are chosen for placement in various melodic or cadential situations. Ludovico Zacconi, for example, presents a single full example, a motet Quae est ista, and states that motets are easier to ornament than are madrigals. 6 He does not mention chansons or any of the instrumental forms, although it is clear that he intends his ornamentations to be used in those compositions as well. Nearly all of the ornamentation sources state quite clearly that they are applicable to both vocal and instrumental practices, implying that there was only a single style of ornamentation to be applied to all available forms of music.
The increasing number of such manuals as the sixteenth century progressed is evidence that little by little they were finding popularity as a source of instruction for both instrumentalists and vocalists wishing to learn how to ornament, and these manuals were intended to augment and possibly replace instruction from a teacher. Present day experience shows that it certainly is possible to learn ornamentation from the manuals, as many modern performers have demonstrated, and it undoubtedly would have been far easier during the late 16 th century, when there would have been numerous opportunities for a fledgling musician to hear competent professionals exercise their craft.
There is evidence, however, that in those manuals we are seeing only a partial picture of the ornamental performance practices during this period, especially in terms of vocal music. The repertory they address does not represent all of the compositional types popular in Italy at the time, nor was the delivery of all musical forms open to the ornamental practices found in the manuals. There is ample evidence of a distinct Neapolitan vocal repertory from early in the sixteenth century;; one that required a different, far more dramatic type of performance approach. In recent years John Walter Hill and Tim Carter have written about the Neapolitan style and its popularity in Roman courtly circles. 7 As Hill has discussed at some length, that style was the by Giulio Caccini in the 1560s;; a style of delivery and ornamentation quite distinct from that applied to the repertory addressed in the ornamentation sources. 8 There are essential differences between the Neapolitan dramatic style of song and that to which the riff-type ornaments were applied. The music that received passaggi can be characterized as quite regular in its elements: a regular tempo which often is dance-based in terms of rhythmic organization;; relatively short and even phrase periods;; and a clearly sculptured melody. In contrast, the Neapolitan style is irregular. It has passages that are not kept at a regular pace;; the rhythm of the melody follows the text and is often irregular;; the phrase lengths are varied and often unequal;; and the melodic profile often has what we would call recitative-like sections repeated notes, and passages with limited melodic range which are intended to be sung freely in order to express the text. 9 What Caccini brought north, therefore, was a highly developed dramatic performance style that demanded a different type of ornamentation, one that he developed and exploited throughout his career. The style has been credited to him as its originator, although he never claimed to have invented it. 10 Caccini was not alone in the North as a representative of the southern style;; throughout the late sixteenth century and well into the seventeenth, there was continuing contact and exchange of northern and southern singers, which was especially active among the courts in Flo in Rome.
11 Although the basic elements of the southern style seem to have originated in monodic performance, by the late sixteenth century a number of composers had incorporated the style into ensemble compositions. In his Discorso, Vincenzo Giustiniani highlights the two different styles by noting that as early as the 1570s the style of monodic singing in Rome as practiced by the singers Giovanni Andrea, Giulio Cesare Brancaccio, and Alexandro Merlo was quite different from that applied to the music of Palestrina and others. He then goes on to note that composers such as Giaches de Wert in Mantua and Luzzasco Luzzaschi in Ferrara had adopted some of the dramatic monodic practices in the polyphonic music they wrote for the concerti delle donne in those two northern cities. 12 His description of the style as adapted to ensemble performance by the donne, is quite helpful in its presentation of the basic elements of the southern style:
demands of the piece they were singing;; now slow, breaking off with sometimes gentle 8
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sighs, now singing long passages legato or detached, now groups, now leaps, now with long trills, now with short, and again with sweet running passages sung softly, to which sometimes one heard an echo answer unexpectedly. They accompanied the music and the sentiment with appropriate facial expressions, glances and gestures, with no awkward movements of the mouth or hands or body which might not express the feeling of the song. They made the words clear in such a way that one could hear even the last syllable of every word, which was never interrupted or suppressed by passages and other embellishments. They used many other particular devices which will be known to 13 That style, as practiced and promoted by Giulio Caccini, his family and students, was highly respected and wildly popular, both in Italy and in foreign courts.
14 In 1583 Giulio visited the court of Ferrara where he impressed Duke Alfonso II with his singing and was himself impressed by the famous concerto delle donne. This resulted in a request shortly afterward that he add his style of ornamentation to madrigals written for the donne by Alessandro Striggio. 15 In 1592 he was again invited to Ferrara to perform for the Duke and to coach the donne in his singing style. 16 to perform in Paris at the court of Henry the IV, where they were the recipients not only of much praise, but also lavish gifts. They remained at the French court for approximately six months and during that time had impressed the Duke of Lennox, who in turn invited them to London to entertain the Queen of England. Permission to travel to England was not granted, and the family returned to Florence, stopping along the way in Turin for a short time, once again to much acclaim and many gifts. 17 It is clear that Giulio was not just demonstrating his talents on these visits, but also teaching his style of performance to local singers. In a letter relating details of his 1592 visit to , today he begged me (this was the word he used) to favor him both by teaching his three ladies something with these accenti and passaggi of ours and by writing a few diminutions on a favorite bass of his.
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Idem. Thus for three hours I taught some Arie to these 18 On a more local level, in addition to the many Florentine court singers who were his students, Caccini also taught in the community. He regularly visited the convent of Montedomini to teach singing to the nuns, 19 and in a letter of 1597 he singles out one of the nuns, Sister Clarice Baldovinetti, as being especially talented, and states that he taught her and the other nuns i gorgiamenti ornamentation. The occasion for his letter was to complain that the Vicar had canceled his permission to visit the convent because the singing of the nuns had become so popular that many citizens were flocking to the convent to hear them, and the archbishop thought it was improper. 20 More striking evidence of the popularity of the dramatic singing style can be seen from the contest held in Rome in 1623 between two of the most famous singers of the early erence of opinion among members of the Medici circle as to which of the two singers was the more talented. To resolve the dispute the poet Giovanni Battista Marini, a member of the circle, produced an ottava rima on the subject of Adonus, and the two sopranos were invited on successive evenings to demonstrate their talents before a distinguished audience by improvising both melody and accompaniment without having seen the tanding ( express (alquanto migliore voce et artifiziosa negli affetti). 21 The deciding factor, which caused the listeners to declare Francesca Caccini the winner, was her ability to match her performance to style. The introduction in his second volume of songs in 1614 states that he has added to his publication ornamentation not often seen in print. Because of this, he claims the edition is so 18 Quoted in Newcomb, The Madrigal at Ferrara, 1:58. 19
Vocal and instrumental performance by nuns in a convent was apparently not unusual. Bottrigari praises the performances of nuns in Ferrara at the church of St. Vito, and singles out their talented maestra who is also a nun, and although he says that the performance is unusual because of its quality, he does not imply that the practice itself is unusual. this new way, and practice in it, all the delicacies of this art can be learned without having to hear the composer sing;; adorned with diminutions, tremolos, trills, and new effects for the 22 Since the material in the second publication does not differ from that of his first in 1602, Wiley Hitchcock has argued convincingly that he was referring to the earlier collection of songs as well, 23 allowing us to use information in both sources in order to identify the elements of his style. the only way one could learn his style of interpretation was to study directly with the master, and in fact, there is some evidence that this was the way things were done, as is clear in several of the manner. He also claims to have taught his style to Vittoria Archilei, another of the Florentine court virtuosi shared with Cardinal Montalto, as well as numerous other singers. 24 His fame as a teacher was such that in 1603, as a part of the employment negotiations between the Gonzaga court in Mantua and the father of the thirteen year-old s for a while in order to learn first-hand from the master. 25 The arrangements were eventually changed and she went directly to Mantua to stay with Claudio Monteverdi and his wife, but the original arrangement tells us again that direct contact with the teacher was considered to be important in order to learn the dramatic style of singing.
We also have information regarding the way in which Ginevra Mazieri learned her part as La Tragedia for the 1600 presentation of Euridice. Although the bulk of the music heard during the first performance of that opera was written by Jacopo Peri, Giulio Caccini had insisted that all singers who were under his control would sing the music that he wrote. That would certainly include Ginevra, who did not study directly with the master himself, but with his son, Pompeo Caccini. The part Ginevra was to learn, the Prologue, consists of exactly twelve bars of music, to which she was to set seven four-line verses of text. Pompeo was sent to her home in the months preceding the October performance in order to instruct her in the proper manner of presenting it.
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Nelle quali si dimostra, che da tal Maniera di scrivere con la pratica di essa si possano apprendere tutte le Trilli, Gruppi, e nuovi affetti There is no record of exactly how many hours were required to teach the young Florentine singer however, the two young people became enamored of one another, which resulted in Pompeo being sued for paternity in February of 1601, four months after the performance. 26 longer necessary to consult a teacher in order to learn his performance style. A close look at the music in both the 1602 and 1614 publications, however, does not inspire much confidence in his claim. The printed music actually contains only a small quantity of the details necessary to about the style. What has been added to the songs in the 1602 collection is mainly the notation of short, irregular rhythmic ornaments for selected syllables (mostly the penultimate syllable of a text phrase), along with a few extended passaggi, and a few symbols for trillo (rapid reiteration of a single pitch) or gruppo (a modern trill). In the second collection there is an increase in the quantity of short rhythmic ornaments and short passaggi, as well as more variety of rhythmic groupings within them. He also includes a few cascate, a quick-moving descending ornament that was discussed, but not notated in the earlier collection. In neither collection, however, does he indicate the other ornaments discussed in the preface of his first publication: esclamazioni;; intonatione della voce;; messa da voce, although it is clear from his instructions that they are to be added by the singer. And at no point is there any indication of the wide range of dynamics and vocal inflections that were the most distinctive element of the style;; the kind of dramatic presentation described by Giustiniani in the quote above, and which Merin Mersenne tells us distinguished the Italian singing style from the French:
because they represent as much as they can of the passions and affections of the soul and spirit, as, for example, anger, furor, disdain, rage, frailties of the heart, and many other passions, with a violence so strange that one would almost say that they are touched by the same emotions they are representing in the song;; whereas our French are content to tickle the ear, and have a perpetual sweetness in their songs, which deprives them of 27 The addition of passaggi to written music could already be found in earlier ornamentations for the Ferrara donne -out ornamentation, therefore, really was restricted to the shorter rhythmic passages and the cascate, which he states should be performed exactly as notated. 28 This alone would not be much help to an aspiring singer attempting to learn the Neapolitan/Caccini dramatic style without the aid of a teacher. Many additional elements are necessary, including an ability to interpret affect, and especially the execution of sprezzatura, that illusive term that Caccini himself emphasizes is so important to the graceful execution of a song. He does discuss these elements in the preface to his 1614 work where he names three things necessary for those who would learn to sing well and with expression: affect, variety of affect, and sprezzatura (affetto, la varietà di quello, e la sprezzatura). He goes on to elaborate a bit on these elements, describing affect as the ability to express the meaning of words by use of a variety of dynamics that match the emotion of the words, and sprezzatura as the charm rendered to a song by the performance of the written notes with some freedom. Sprezzatura is a difficult word to translate, it is usually translated as short, quick-moving ornaments, but the way he chooses to explain his idea is interesting: Sprezzatura is that charm given to a song by the rapid succession of several eighth or sixteenth notes on various tones, which, when done at the right time relieve the song of a certain restricted narrowness and dryness and make it pleasant, free, and airy, just as in common speech eloquence and fluency make pleasant and sweet the matters being expressed. And with respect to this eloquence, I would liken to the rhetorical figures and shadings, the passaggi, trilli, and other similar ornaments, which can be introduced sparingly in every affect 29 What is being described is a specific type of melodic-rhythmic ornament, but unfortunately the statement is unclear as to the particulars of when it is used and where it is placed. In this case, as with all of his statements about the dramatic ornaments, it is difficult to imagine how any singer could learn this style without considerable additional help. But a hint as of the ornaments to rhetorical figures and shadings. These were a part of the area of rhetoric known as oration, a subject widely taught in Italian schools, and therefore an area quite familiar 28 For a summary and discussion of what Caccini claims about his singing style, see Hill, Monody, 1:58.
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si rende piacevole, licenzioso, e arioso, si come nel parlar comune la eloquenza, e la fecondia rende agevoli, e dolci le cose di cui si favella. Nella quale eloquenza alle figure, e à i colori rettorici assimiglierei, i passaggi, i trilli, e gli altri simili Nuove Musiche, ed. Hitchcock, preface (no page nos.). I am grateful to Guido Olivieri for assistance with this difficult passage.
to all singers. 30 s a way to understand affect as well as how to use the other ornaments.
Rhetorical delivery was usually associated with another dramatic vocal style and repertory that already was present in Florence when Caccini arrived: the cantare tradition, which was widely practiced throughout Italy, and which would seem to be closely related to the Neapolitan style. By looking closely at the rhetorical style as it related to the dramatic style of the tradition, it is possible to obtain a clearer idea of what Caccini was trying to tell singers about his dramatic style of ornamentation.
The heritage of was the ancient tradition of the village bard and later, the troubadour;; the practice of improvising simple melodies to enhance poetry. It was a tradition that was still present to some degree in all areas of Europe in the late Middle Ages, and which continued to have a rather high profile in Italy as late as the seventeenth century. 31 In the mid-sixteenth century there was even a debate in Florence at the distinguished Accademia Fiorentina, in which the speakers identified the style as a national Italian product as contrasted with written polyphony, which was identified as Northern European foreign. 32 Delivery of poetry was highly dramatic, and it was that tradition which was referred to in terms of the rhetorical style in music treatises of the time. would attempt to make a beautiful oration without [adopting] the rules of its accents, pronunciations, words delivered now quickly or slowly, some softly, some loudly, the effect will not move the listeners. It must be the same in Music because if the orator is to move the listeners with the abovementioned rules, so much better the Music recited with 34 Gioseffo Zarlino, in his Sopplimenti Musicali of 1588, goes even further, making it clear that there is a difference between the two kinds of repertory written song and improvised song. According to Zarlino, the extremes of rhetorical practices are to be applied only when performing in the improvised style, but they can only be used in moderation when singing composed song 35 Therefore, just as it is allowed that in reciting, according to the material that he draws upon, an Orator sometimes does not just speak, but when he would wish to convey fear and terror he explains his concept with a loud and horrible voice, yelling and exclaiming;; and when he wishes to provoke commiseration [he speaks] with a subdued and lowered voice. Thus is it not inappropriate to a musician to use similar devices high and low, now loud and now subdued, when reciting his compositions? Our scholars perhaps would say, that it is one thing to sing and another to orate or to harangue, and that it is not good for a Musician when singing to adopt these devices that an Orator uses in his Orations. Very well, I too have said as much above: I do not say that a singer while singing should yell or roar, because such a thing would have neither proportion nor dignity, but I say that it is allowed to him [when he functions] as a reciter, in that case The difficulty of finding a word that correctly describes the oratorical-based singing style has caused enormous amounts of confusion, usually resulting in the erroneous translation of the Italian word recitare speak. Instead, it should be translated in some way to reflect that it is a chant-like musical rendering, later adopted in operatic pe Florentine Signoria 1350-Speculum 74 (1999): 95-114, at 96-8.
these things for the enjoyment of his listeners, so must the singer be allowed to use some of them in singing 36 What is being discussed by both writers is the insertion of dramatic elements into an oration in order to underline the emotion of the text that is, its affect and that the singer should choose from these same techniques for the same purpose;; exactly what Caccini was describing in his statement about understanding affect and variety of affect. 37 distinction between the recitativo style of delivery and the cantare style is instructive from a number of points of view. It tells us that a dramatic singing style was well established prior to any sixteenth-century importation from Rome and Naples;; that it was closely related to the dramatic style of orators;; and that well before Caccini and the southern dramatic style traveled north, there was alre the dramatic ingredients of the other.
38 That these dramatic, oratorical elements were present in the Roman reciting style in the late fifteenth century is recorded in a 1489 letter from Angelo palace in Rome:
reading, nor entirely that of someone singing: both could be heard, and yet neither 
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Mersenne, in his Harmonie universelle, also associates the dramatic style of singing with oration. See translation in MacClintock, Readings, 163-70. separated one from the other;; it was, in any case, even or modulated, and changed as required by the passage. Now it was varied, now sustained, now exalted and now restrained, now calm and now vehement, now slowing down and now quickening its pace, but always it was precise, always clear and always pleasant;; and his gestures were 39 Given the long history and widespread popularity of the tradition and its relationship to oration techniques, it can be seen that a model for dramatic singing performance had long been established throughout Italy. Its continuing popularity into the seventeenth century can be seen in the duel between Francesca Caccini and Adriana Basile who were improvising music to poetry, and although Adriana was judged to have the superior voice, it was Francesca who was better at representing the particular affects of the poem.
Since we are aware of the steady exchange of singers among the most prominent northern courts and both Rome and Naples, we might w performance fame;; what was it that he incorporated into his performances that garnered so much praise for himself and his students. 40 style and the Neapolitan/Roman recitative style as more or less the same, but this certainly was not entirely true. While the basic dramatic elements appear to have been the same, Caccini undoubtedly developed a very singular style which was different enough from the southern t Palontrotti, were sent from Rome to Florence for three months to study the recitative style with Caccini. 41 Apparently what they wanted to learn was neither a part of their previous training nor available in Rome at the time. And if we recall that Caccini also was credited with teaching Vittoria Archilei as well as other prominent Roman-trained singers, it is clear that his style must have differed from the southern monodic style in significant details. 42 first of all, there are the written-out irregular rhythmic patterns: the jagged, stuttering, emotional rhythms that he directs the singers to execute exactly as written and which, if coupled with appropriate oratorical devices, would have a very dramatic effect. And the second element is sprezzatura, described as sudden activity, a basic element in oratorical delivery that also was present in the tradition, and which Caccini claims to have adopted into his performances. In fact, Giustiniani tells us this in his Discorso when he describes the style one of the singers who 43 dramatic monodic style of Naples and Rome, combined with other recitative elements present in the cantare tradition and the dramatic devices present in rhetorical oration. From all accounts, it must have been a highly ornate and emotional delivery.
At the end of the sixteenth century, therefore, there were two separate styles of ornamentation, which I would like to refer to as passaggi and dramatic delivery. Passaggi, which practiced in monody where the irregular pace and construction would allow application of some of the techniques of oration. To complicate matters, the monodic, dramatic style also included passaggi and graces, and there is evidence that some of the elements of the dramatic style were
As for how the two styles of ornamentation were learned, we have direct statements that both could be learned without a teacher: the passaggi instruction manuals claim that all that the singers and instrumentalists needed to do was to methodically practice and memorize the riffs, similar exercises for learning graces, those ornaments were described very generally in prose and exactly what he had written in his two publications and recalling oration techniques, a singer would ha graceful performance, affect, and variety of affect probably could be adopted from a knowledge of oratorical practices, but there is no mention of how anyone could learn sprezzatura.
There is substantial reason for us to seriously doubt some of the printed claims about learning ornamentation without a teacher the non-specific nature of the passaggi-type ornamentation, it is definitely possible that instrumentalists could have learned quite a bit from the manuals;; it is probable that the memorized riff approach was exactly what would have been learned from a teacher. But however easy this might have been for instrumentalists, it is clear that not all singers were capable of spontaneously inventing their own ornamentation. Even the highly praised and highly talented members of the concerto delle donne of Ferrara who sang from memory, had all of their ornaments written out, a fact reported in a 1584 letter from Alessandro Striggio. 44 (Presumably these were mostly passaggi-type, although they undoubtedly also included some of the new ) This is supported by the quote above from Giustiniani that Luzzaschi and Wert were writing out ornaments for the donne in both Ferrara and Mantua. And as positive as were some of the authors of the various manuals as to the ease of learning ornamentation from their publications, even Marin Mersenne, while promoting his book as a source of learning ornamentation, admitted that the trillo could not be learned without a teacher. 45 There is no doubt that for singers certain elements could be transferred from rhetoric, and that the ubiquitous examples of the singers in the piazzas would also have provided models for the irregularity of recitative delivery. But it would certainly seem unrealistic to think that one could develop an understanding of how to transfer these rhetorical models to a specific song without a long period of training with an expert teacher. It would even have been possible for a singer to independently learn the individual dramatic techniques associated with this kind of delivery as well as the other vocal ornaments, but to associate the many vocal nuances correctly with the appropriate oratorical gesture in recitative ornamentation would have taken long hours of study and direct contact with someone who knew how to apply them. 46 I am inclined to agree with the statement of Cesare Marotta, composer for Cardinal Montalto and husband of singer Ippolita Recupito, who explained in a letter of 1614 that the reason he taught singing by rote was that there were too many elements of the monodic style that could not be notated. 47 There is evidence that instrumentalists also ornamented in the dramatic style. Francesco their solo playing, 48 ornamentations were intended to be direct expressions of the text. Nevertheless, there are extant examples of instrumental ornamentations from the early seventeenth century that would appear to include some of the dramatic gestures discussed above: irregular and jagged rhythms;; sudden bursts of movement that just as suddenly cease;; a style quite different from the continuous- 
